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C r e s c e n t S t a ff

This past summer, the Associ
ated Student Community as well
as George Fox University staff

discovered that an unapproved
$40,000 dollars had been spent
by current students. ASC re

leased the following statement
in regards to the
incident:

Fiey Family,
One of our goals as ASC this

year was to have transparency
with you as the Student Body.
That is still our heart today, and
although it's tough, we need to

*

cluded in both student leaders

being removed from their posi
tions. Both involved have been

apologetic and the former trea
surer has asked to offer his apol
ogy with you.
7 have committed a mistake

and ASC/Student Life have gra
ciously given me an opportu
nity to apologize... / chose to
go around the normal approval
process in order to expedite
things. I hope you, as a Student
Body can rally beside ASC this
year, to make truly great things
happen."
- B r a n d o n Yo s h i h a r a

share some difficult news with

you.

It recently came to our at
tention two members of ASC

had spent nearly $40,000 on the
Bruin Grounds (the student-run

coffee shop in the basement

of the Student Union Building)
without going through the cor
rect procedure or process. The
proper people and committees
were intentionally avoided and
the money was spent without
approval on new equipment
and updates for the space. With
the help of Student Life and Fi
nancial services, a thorough in
vestigation was done and con

As the ASC Central Commit

tee we care about right relation
ships more than anything, and
our goal is to serve you. We ask
for you grace and patience as
we sort through this time. We
want to stress to you that this in
no way affects the great things
that are going to happen this
y e a r.

The Fox community is a beau
tiful place, and we are excited to
see how God works even in the

tough times. We are blessed to
serve you and are looking for
ward to the great things that are
in store.

Invitation from Honors Program
By JULIA HOWELL
Crescent Staff

Joseph Clair, a recent Princ
eton Ph.D. graduate, has been
hired as the new director of

the George Fox William Penn
Honors Program that begins
next year.

Clair is also serving as an
assistant professor of religious
studies. His passion for the
liberal arts from a Christian per
spective and the approach of
the Honors Program drew him
to George Fox.
Clair is originally from
Oregon and was intrigued at
the possibility of returning to
his home state.

"I always dreamt of coming
back and teaching in the North
west," Clair said. He began his
undergraduate education at a
state university but later trans
ferred to Wheaton College in Illi

at George Fox and the director
position.

Penn program also intrigued
Clair with its Great Books cur
riculum. Honors students will

read many of the classics, start
ing with Ancient Greek and
biblical works and working up
to present day over a four-year
period. Authors include Aris
totle, Augustine, Dante, Martin
Luther, and Machiavelli, among
others.

The program is meant to

tion" of literature throughout

Christian liberal arts tradition

was "more than intellectual, it

was also a way of life."
Clair hopes to continue
and enhance that kind of an

educational package already
at George Fox. His vision for
himself and the honors faculty

will be to not only teach about

a faith-filled life in relation to

the areas of study, but to model
it in their own lives. Professors

will lead the honors students in

exploring their calling and vo

cation and finding God in their

George Fox Uni
versity will welcome a

need," Schutter said.

football team next fall

after nearly 50 years.
But first, they need a
stadium.

The Stoffer Family
Stadium and Duke Ath
letic Center are both
under
construct/on

history, "but to do that from
a deeply and richly Christian
point of view."
Understanding that George
Fox is already a liberal arts uni
versity, Clair hopes that the
Honors Program will enhance
the environment already
present. Although classes will
only be available to new stu
dents who begin the program
as incoming freshmen, the revi
sion of the general education
program and the atmosphere
of new scholarship will include
current George Fox students.
Part of this experience
will Include guest lecturers at
George Fox. Clair hopes that
these guest scholars will en
courage conversation and

on schedule, it has not
been without hurdles.

"The biggest strug
gle is that we never
have enough money to

said, because all uni
versity buildings are

The Stoffer Fam)}y

Stadium

the Bauman Auditori

um commuter parking

will

that 39 spaces have

cilities have received

stands. Its foundation
was laid in the middle

been lost due to the
stadium and athletic

nearly $5.7 million In

of September.

center, plus several

The new sports fa

lot. Schutter estimated

more because of the
construction.

In addition, the

The Duke Athletic
Center will house the
. home
locker

prospering construc
tion industry has

rooms, a fitness
c e n t e r, a c l a s s r o o m ,

struction is completed,

enticed workers to
leave and chase better-

offices, and a terrace
overlooking the field.

paying jobs.

out there," Schutter

The roof is soon to be
constructed.
The visitors' locker
room will be located
inside the Wheeler

said. "It's coming along."

Sports Center.

requested $7.2 million.

"But the contrac

tor is doing a good job
in getting the workers

However, once con
there

will

be

more

room, and the lot will
be

overhauled

next

s u m m e r .

Michael MacLeod Thoughts on Syria
most violent of all the recent
revolutions that have taken

been the Syrian rebels who

Syria: a land that once

place in the Middle East, costing

cradled civilization and now

over 100,000 lives," MacLeod

conjures up images of chaos,

said. President Assad is "particu
larly notorious for [his] violent
suppression of dissent," with "in
credibly horrific" details surfac
ing on the Syrian government's

the current government, "as
using chemical weapons In the
way done here...is very diffi

B y E M I LY L U N D
Crescent Staff

war, and death. Yet even though
the country appears in countless
headlines and news reports, the

story of the Syrian civil war is a
long and complicated one. It is
a story, however, that we should
know; Michael MacLeod, asso
ciate professor of politics and

actions.

used them, it was most likely

cult to do." Because of this use

of chemical weaponry, "Ameri
can, Russian, and many political
leaders around the world know
that a line was crossed and that

According to MacLeod, the
Assad regime is also allied with
Iran, "the country that has most
opposed the United States and
its foreign policy over the past

something needs to be done."
U n t i l t h e n , h o w e v e r,

ready to tell Syria's story.
Because of the complexity
of the Syrian conflict, MacLeod
begins with a warning: "Be cau
tious of what you read...this is
especially true when reading or

three or so decades." Another

ers—especially President

hearing news in the American
media, conservative or liberal."
Next, for some general backstory. Syria's current President

economic, and political reasons."

international studies and the di

rector of international studies, is

Assad is a member of a minor

studies.

the honors students, but also

After graduating with a
Ph.D. in religion, ethics, and pol
itics, Clair searched for a teach
ing job but found few accepting
positions. It was through a

among the student body and control of the country through
broader community.
Syria's participation in the "Arab
"We all want this place to Spring,""a wave of great upheav
be an intellectually lively place al in the region."
where the Christian liberal arts
Yet this particular civil war
is
different
in terms of lives lost
See HONORS | page 8

ity group, and his family has lost

about the new Honors Program

The
Frank
C.
Colcord Memorial Field

feature press boxes
and roofed grand

built via donations and
not student tuition.

discussion not only among

friend of a friend that he heard

George Fox has
partnered with Anders

"It's about trying to e n C o n s t r u c t i o n f o r t h i s will be replaced with
make the dollar go as project. The company's artificial turf by the
far as you can."
Lemmons Family Field.
president, Dave Ander
This can be particu
The new facilities
sen, is a board member
have made a dent in
larly tough, Schutter at George Fox.

Schutter Is overseeing
the project and noted
that while the project is

to the Northwest.
The nature of the William

Christian liberal arts tradition.

a Christian point of view," Clair
said. To Clair's professors, the

build what we really

donations, short of the

nois, an institution rooted in the

stand and think about it from

Photo by JOEL RURIK | The Crescent

Crescent Staff

"When I heard about it, my and projected to be
heart just leapt," Clair said. He
completed by the end
was thrilled because the posi
of October and the end
tion combined many of his own of January, respective
personal passions: advocating ly. Ground was broken
Christian liberal arts, being a for the site on May 20.
professor of religious studies,
Associate Director
and the possibility of returning o f P l a n t S e r v i c e s D a n

invite the students into what
Clair calls the "Great Conversa

As a philosophy student, "I
had [a] faculty who could help
me take on the biggest doubts
and struggles for me to under

Bauman parking lot transforms into a construction zone
ByJARED BEILBY

and attention received. It is "the

MacLeod has some ideas for
what we can do.

"Pray that our policymak

key issue for US foreign policy
makers to consider is Syria's

Obama—continue to make de

border with Israel, as the latter
country has an important influ

the American self-interest but
also on the interest and welfare

ence "for a variety of religious,
But the one factor that sets

cisions that focus not only on
of the most oppressed people

In Syria and the region," he said.

MacLeod also suggests prayer

Syria apart is Its use of chemical

for other countries to "acceler

weapons.

ate their help and assistance"
and for other countries' doctors,
nurses, and humanitarian assis

"Syria is one of less than a

dozen countries with chemical

weapons," MacLeod explained,
"and their use on Syrian citizens
[in August] is the first time such
weapons have been used in

tance workers" who are helping

decades."

Christians—be careful and kind

MacLeod says that though
some reports state it may have

Syrian refugees.

Finally, "pray that people
here in the US—especially
See SYRIA NEWS j page 8
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Record Enrollment

Additions to Murdock Learning Center
By JESSICA RIVERA
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

New changes and updated furniture
are seen inside the George Fox University
Murdock Learning Resource Center in order
to increase space and study areas for stu
dents.

The Idea to remodel the library came
from student surveys and observations
from librarians and faculty. The changes

have been a topic of conversation for

the Plant Services budget which allocates
for certain upgrades or remodeling.
The new furniture was purchased from
Smith CFI and Steel Case. Smith CFI helped
with design and provided various layouts

for consideration. The design selected
guides students to collaborate in a group
atmosphere. Plant Services and student
workers helped with a big portion of the
m o v e .

ByjARED BEILBY
Crescent Staff

quiet. The upstairs is reserved ^or

For the second time in four
years, George Fox University
welcomed a record number of

for students'needs. 4.., conlor

new students.

v o i c e s

without having to

areas that provide a different environ

"I really like the new format, sa d senio
Courtney Bennett." It gives us more
room to come and use the space and study^
I like the variety, and the great change they
decided to make. I've already come here

a lot more than 1 did last year, significantly
m o r e .

"I like the new look, and when we were

A
few
small details
still need to
be addressed

several years, and
transformations oc
curred at the end
of the 2013 school

such

y e a r.
"We have rec

as

power, data,
and addition

ognized for a long

al computers.
There is also

time the demand
for an increased

a possibility

student space
through surveys

of new ener

and observations,"

gy-efficient

said Dean of Librar
ies Merrill Johnson.

lights several
months

"It's early to tell,

down

but so far it's been

road.

getting a lot of use."
to move the main
stack of books from

to use the
Learning

the first floor to up

Commons

stairs. The textbook

Model which

brings to
gether com
plementary

Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

support

lections, cleared books and periodicals that
were outdated or not in use, particularly if

there was a digital copy available. Now the
majority of resources can be found elec
tronically.

Funding for the project was provided by

group and the space for collaborative work,"

said senior student worker Luis Magallanes.
"I feel like it works out best for everyone."
The main floor is meant to be helpful

ser

vices. When students are working together
they have a multitude of resources at their
convenience. Students already have the ac

ademic support in the library, but now the
library has included IT services. The inten

and inviting. It is a place where students

tion Is to see more technology in the build

are able to collaborate and talk in speaking

ing.

2013 '80s Dance deemed success
By ANNA BRAMSON
Crescent Staff

on denim. It was a no-judgment
z o n e .

The theme for this year's
'80s dance was neon power
pop. Walking through the quad
on George Fox University's

The process leading up to
the dance is half the fun. That

Includes getting together with
your floor, house, apartment,

came together for a night of
laughter and memories. It was a
night where homework did not
matter and you could relax and
have a good time, despite the

to a successful marketing cam
paign.

"We're really strategic with
how we spend our time recruit

ing," Westervelt said. "We've

made some technological ad
vances in how we recruit."

The admissions team ex

ecuted the plan with fewer
people and fewer resources, re
sulting in $300,000 in university
savings.
The school's "Be Known"

prospective students on a per

change was

looking over the project I liked the study

and Marketing Rob Westervelt
chalked the large nunrbers up

The goal

space they had

They downsized the print reference col

^°Vice President of Enrollment

slogan played a role as the ad

To c r e a t e m o r e

the periodicals moved to the basement.

since the 655 who enrolled in

the

behind this

annex, which was
downstairs, was
moved to a house on Hancock Street, and

This fall, 771 students graced

Welcome Weekend, the most

one hot mess, it was a(( about

the experience and commu
nity. It was about big hair, tacky
clothes, and having a carefree
evening.

fact that the room turned Into

missions team engaged with
sonal level.

"We are just going after

people who we believe belong

at Fox," Westervelt said. "That
was one of the ways we deliv
ered the 'Be Known' promise.
The students that we really

wanted we were really in touch
with and they felt that connec
tion."

By pursuing specific stu

dents who fit George Fox, a

higher percentage of recruits
decided to attend.

To get a better grasp on pro

spective students, the school
encouraged visiting George Fox
prior to making a commitment.
"We know that if [a student
visits] campus... the probability
is [he or she Is] going to come,"
Westervelt said.

The future football program
partially increased the incom
ing class, but Westervelt noted
that the number of students still

would have been larger than in
previous years.
In addition, the large
numbers created a more coor

dinated effort for moving in on
Welcome Weekend, resulting
in better efficiency overall. The
new football team also eased

some burden by helping on
move-in day.

Due to the large numbers,
housing had to be specially
planned. Currently, all men's

beds on campus are occupied

and only five women's beds sit
e m p t y.

"Usually you want to run a

96% capacity. We're at 99.7%
or so," Westervelt said. "But

housing did a really good job of
pairing up roommates."

While the larger class affects

returning students, Westervelt

believes that this effect Is favor
able.

"It's been positive," he said.
"There's energy because the
people who are here want to be
here."

l t i m a t e l y, W e s t e r v e l t
saidU that
the strong recruiting

campaign has built a positive

image for the school, especially
over the last five years, making

Edward-Holman Science Center at max capacity of decked out students
campus was like going through
a time portal.
For this one night, George
Fox makes it publicly appropri
ate and socially acceptable to
tease your hair as big as you can

and no one will look at you any
differently.
Students

shoved

their

way into the Edward-Holman

Science Center atrium, onto the
dance floor where a DJ blasted
the best tunes from the '80s for
the next two hours. The room

was flooded with the great
est array of neon colors, fanny
packs, spandex, and the everpopular fashion faux pas, denim

PhotocourtesyofASCFACEBOOKPAGE|GeorgeFoxUnvierstyi

or just some
friends to help
one

s p r a y.

For the guys, it's just trying
to look as suave and as "Top
Gun" as you possibly can, or just
completely ridiculous. You can't
go wrong either way. Dances

known," he said.
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Cory Hand begins as women^s soccer coach
By JULIA HOWELL
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Cory Hand, a young coach
with a long resume of success,

also

over success. Hand believes that

"If God gave you a talent, [you
should) not just to use it once in

a while, but to the absolute best

of your ability." He appreciates
that George Fox embodies this
vision of striving for excellence
i n c h a r a c t e r fi r s t .

"I think the by-product of
that Is winning," he said.
Hand hopes that the team
will not Just strive to be the

Timbers

started

identity: "We want to find out

the school's drive for excellence

program at George Fox Univer
sity.
Hand is only the third coach
to be selected In the 22-year
history of the program. His
background includes attending
Whitworth University, Portland
Community College, and Mult
nomah Bible College, as well as
coaching for Wilsonville High
School, Portland City United,
Hand

for the team is to establish an

shares this vision.

One thing that Hand ap
preciates about George Fox is

has been named the new head
coach of the women's soccer

and the Westside
soccer club.

identities." He is glad to be part
of a program and a school that

team to beat, but that the stu

dents will be equipped to be
successful beyond their four
years in school. In this respect.

and

coached the girls' soccer
program at Horizon Christian

School in Tualatin, taking them

Hand felt that his values and

to state playoffs from 2009 to
2011. He recently worked at

the school's values "just aligned
identically."
Hand expressed that his ex
pectations were far surpassed

the Portland Timbers' Olympic
Development Regional Training
C e n t e r.

when he first arrived as coach.

In deciding to come to
George Fox, Hand felt that his

of the school were well aligned.

"I expected [George Fox] to
be a good place; I didn't expect
this place to be as incredible as
It is," he said. Hand has expe

He believes that God has a

rienced a team of leaders and

calling for each person, and for
him, "it's to build, equip, and
develop leaders." Specifically,
his desire is to "develop youth
and give them an opportunity

school community that genu
inely cares about him, even
beyond the field. Hand hopes
to express the same welcom
ing spirit with the people and
players around him.

vision as a coach and the vision

to understand their God-given

stressed his desire to push
tempo, one of his favorite

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Maco Hamilton is no strang
er to revitalization.The first-year

words.

Focusing on ball screens,
motion, and long-range shoot
ing, Hamilton hopes to exhaust
and run circles around oppos
ing defenses, borrowing con
cepts from the spread offenses

coach of the men's basketball

team at George Fox University
spent six years at Union High
S c h o o l i n Va n c o u v e r, Wa s h . ,

overseeing the construction
and progress of the entire high
school program.

that dominate football.

No respite is found on

Before his tenure at Union

defense, either. Hamilton loves

High, Hamilton served as an as
sistant coach after his playing
days at Eastern Washington Uni
versity, Mount Hood Communi
ty College, and Eastern Oregon
University.
George Fox will be his first
chance at running a collegiate
staff, and he plans to revitalize
the men's basketball program.

the concept of rhythm—spe
cifically, finding it on offense
and eliminating it on defense.
By instituting a game-long fullcourt press, the Bruins plan to
overwhelm opposing offenses,
gaining turnovers and extra
possessions for Hamilton's high-

When asked to describe his

offensive philosophy, Hamilton

octane motion attack.

Though George Fox is not a
traditional powerhouse, Ham
ilton is not worrying about

who we are as a team and as in
dividuals."
He believes that there are

multiple sides to a new team:
character, integrity, spirituality,
relationships, and then athletic
ability. The challenge for the
first year is to build a foundation
on these aspects. Hand is confi
to be successful as the season
progresses.

Even with his long resume

of success, Hand deflects the
credit from himself and main

tains that the community at
George Fox is what will make
him successful.

"The only way I could do my
job well is by the people who

Zachary Israel

work with me and around me,"

P h o t o b y K AT H E R I N E VA N L A N D I N G H A M | T h e C r e s c e n t

he said.

He is grateful to have
"an incredible coaching staff
that allows me to coach my
strengths and brings out the
best of who I am."

The next two home games
for

the

women's

team

are

against Willamette University at
noon on Saturday, and against
Lewis and Clark College at noon
on Oct. 19.

B y K AT H E R I N E
V A N L A N D I N G H A M
Crescent Staff

George Fox University senior
Zachery Israel, majoring in busi
ness, has been a vital part of
Bruin baseball since the begin
ning of his college career in fall
2009.

While Israel only stepped
foot on Bruin territory a few
years ago, his love for baseball
took root during his childhood,
w h e n h e m a d e h i s fi r s t l i t t l e

wins and losses. By concerning
himself—and the team—with

the formation of a positive,
upbeat attitude and competi
tive culture, he says the wins
will take care of themselves.

The biggest challenge, he
says, will be getting the older,
established players to buy into
a new system, one which may
be radically different than those
experienced before and may
require an adjustment period.
Despite this, Hamilton
remains optimistic. An avid fan
of most sports and a natural
athlete, Hamilton places great
Importance upon the "com
petitive spirit." If he manages to
instill in his players his own fire.
Bruins basketball should be re
vitalized.

ByJARED BEILBY
Crescent Staff

The George Fox Cross
Country team traveled halfway
a c r o s s t h e P a c i fi c O c e a n t o

Hawaii for the Big Wave Invita
tional 5K races on Sept. 14.
The

men's

team

fi n i s h e d

t h i r d o u t o f fi v e w h i l e t h e

By JESSIC A R IVER A
Crescent Staff

The George Fox University
women's lacrosse team will play
its first home game under new
head coach Natalie Harrington

Marcus Mateo (38th) and Alex Lull (39th).

Erin Sanders was the fastest of the Bruin women. The freshman ran for a time of 20:04, taking

eighth out of 77. Other women's runners were Katie Dyk (22nd), Sarah MacKenzie (35th), Rachel Gibbs
(45th), Kelly Toms (54th), Emily Dobrinski (57th), Taylor Suwa (58th), Emily Veer {64th) and Savannah
Hamilton (68th).

This is the second consecutive year Bruin cross country ventured to Hawaii.
George Fox will host a meet on Oct. 12 at Willamette Mission State Park in Brooks, Ore.

successes."

she learned from out of state

head coach, will now work as

coaches to Oregon. Harrington's
style of coaching will focus on
the belief that they can outwork
a team and still win, even if the
opposing team skill level is
higher.
"I want to lay down a solid
foundation for years to come,"
said Harrington. "I want our

a consultant and advisor for

team to be a force to reckon

school's sixteenth Intercolle

giate sport. George Fox will be
the fourth to join the Northwest
Conference along with Linfield
College, Pacific University, and
the University of Puget Sound.
Dara Kramer, the original
the program. Harrington was
a former player of Kramer's at
Oregon City High School, where
they led the team to an Oregon
6A State championship in 2009.
She was named MVP and was

later a candidate for the Oregon
Sports Award's Johnny Carpen
ter High School Athlete of the
Ye a r.

cumstances in my life, it just
wasn't the right timing" to
K r a m e r. " I ' m t h r i l l e d t h a t N a t a l i e

bis (31st), Zachary Bibb (35th),

have the utmost respect for her
and know that she has every
thing it takes to turn what we
are now to a team with many

University, will be coaching the

assume a head coach role, said

Tarbell (12th), Bryant Quinn
(14th), Aaron Molstad (25th),
Nathan Wiggins (28th), Cody
Thompson (29th), Kyle Dreibel-

"My favorite part about
being a Bruin is the history
of the program. It's a good
winning tradition," said Israel.
"We play the game the right
way."
"Last year we got cheated,"

at NCAA Division I Fresno State

Hawaii won the men's event and

Bruin finishers included, Kody

stop.

Natalie Harrington, a former
women's lacrosse high school
Ali-American and a star player

Hawaii Pacific University took

and placed fifth out of 43. Other

as a second baseman and short

Harrington decided to
coach lacrosse at George Fox
because she is originally from
Oregon and wanted to bring an
intense higher-level style of play

on Feb. 25.

"It was a very difficult deci

Bruin men with a time of 16:25

member of the George Fox
family, playing Interchangeably

Women^s lacrosse \>egins

sion, but due to different cir

Joseph Pia, a senior, led the

left his home in Lake Stevens,
Wash., and became an official

knew so well.

of six. Both teams equaled last

the women's.

Interested in joining the
Bruin athletics legacy, Israel

league team at the age of three.
By the time Israel had com
he said, as the team ranked
pleted high school, with over twenty-second in the nation
15 years of competitive baseball but was still denied a playoff
experience, he searched for a spot.
university that would allow him
See BASEBALL \ page 8
to continue playing the sport he

women's team took fourth out

year's placements.
Brigham Young University-

Photo by KELLY TOMS | The Crescent

*

dent that the team will continue

Cross country in Hawaii

Men's and women's cross country teams

Israel excited for senior season

For this season, Hand's goal

New men's basketball coach
B y R YA N L A C K E Y

3

is filling the position. I can't wait
to be there to cheer her team

on this year!"
Harrington graduated in
May with a Bachelor of Arts in
Communication. During her
time there she ran various la

crosse camps at Fresno State,

coached at Stanford University's
high school camp, and Lacrosse
Northwest in Oregon. She also
ran camps for Clackamas Youth
and is currently a children's
author on the side.

"I, as well as all of the other

girls, are beyond excited to play
under coach Harrington," said
junior Kaylee Kolin. "We already

with and beat teams in and out

of conference. It's a growing
year for us, but that doesn't
stop us from letting it be an out
standing year."

The team has 19 players,

mostly made up of sopho

mores and juniors. They are no
longer taking any more players,
but her plan for next year is to
recruit. The lacrosse players are
currently doing workouts that
help them with stick skills and
conditioning to prepare for

season until fall practice begins
i n O c t o b e r.

"I was interested in playing

lacrosse for George Fox as soon
as rumors of starting the sport
started," said Kolin. "The oppor
tunity to be part of history at
this school, and to be part of the
very first women's lacrosse team
and family is a great honor, and

an influencing factor In my deci
sion to play."
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One
Stem
o f

Hope
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

It has been a long road of
ups and downs for Dianna Mc
lntyre, Assistant Director of the
International Student Services

at George Fox University. She is
waiting for a stem cell match so
her Non-Hodgkins lymphoma
cancer will go into remission. At
the time of her first diagnosis in
2008, chemotherapy was doing
its best to remove the cancer in
her blood.

Non-Hodgkln's lymphoma
Is a cancer that affects the

immune system.
After treatment in 2008,
Dianna returned from the hos

pital with very low emotion. She

recalled however, "Two people
at two separate times prayed for
me and gave the same word of
the Lord, 'The joy of the Lord is
my strength.'"
This anchored Dianna while

she was in the hospital. "I began
to look around and ask myself,
'What gives the Lord Joy?' And
I would see the world around

me differently. I would pray for
people in the hospital and this
helped me to keep my focus on

Dianna Mclntyre has been battling cancer since 2008.

Christ."

regular check-ups following the
operation.
Usually, cancer patients

A se co n d di agnosi s oc
curred in January 2013, where
there was also some bleeding
in her digestive tract caused by

a r e a b l e t o fi n d t h e i r m a t c h e s

the treatments to combat her

second bout with Non-Hodgkins lymphoma.
After this discovery, she took

through family members
or through the database of
donors. The latter is exactly
what Dianna is hoping for, since

opportunity to save a life, possi
bly Dianna Mclntyre's. The drive
was held in the Cap and Gown
Room on campus by Evange

avoided through the stem cell
transplant.
now

Is

a

A stem cell transplant is a
major commitment. This means

one month in the hospital

and the possibility of renting
a house near Oregon Health

to have a bone marrow trans

and Science University for the

plant after her third try with

utur from th
Welcome back George Fox University!

We are your Editors in Chief for the 2013-2014 school year
and could not be more excited to begin a new year with you, our
readers.

>

With every new school year comes new changes; however,
The Crescent will continue to be the voice of the students. Our
hope and desire Is for The Crescent Xo remain an outlet for

student body to receive accurate, relevant, and current news.

With The Crescent as the voice of the students, we eagerly
welcome any Input and guest submissions from the community.
You have a voice, and this student publication is the outlet to get
your voice heard. Our job is to simply record this community's
neverending story, and we cannot do this without your help.
We have a talented staff of writers, editors, photographers,

and interns who are committed and passionate about telling the
stories lived on and off our campus. Our website, (www.gfucrescent.com), will be continuously updated with additional articles to
ensure you are provided with the most current news.

Attending a university like George Fox, you never know where
connections and friendships will take you. We lived across the hall

on Edwards One freshman year, and are finishing out our time
here as Co-editors In Chief. We could not think of a better way to
round out our George Fox experience than by leading this publi
cation.

We encourage your contribution, so please send your story
ideas to sbraselO@georgefox.edu or hderosalO@georgfox.edu.

We look forward to hearing from you!
Here's to a year full of new experiences... and new stories to
be told!

Cheers,
Sarah and Heather

went to the doctor. She was told

"Well, what Is the next step?"

to have a bone marrow trans

need a match.
Bellows' EFF Cancer shirts
raise funds for her medical

treatments and support others
who are in the throes of facing
life with cancer. Rachel Morrell

was Haley's reaction to the

Is the screen print designer.

news."l have kind of had this at
titude the whole time."
She is In her third chemo

Bellows

therapy treatment. After the
fi r s t t r e a t m e n t , l a s t i n g t w o

a handwritten note of thanks to

months, the doctors found

an active tumor. Haley went
through another two months
of chemothetapy, resuMlrvg \r\
King, Director for Institutional complete remission. Until her
Research and Analysis. The four-month check-up.
primary hope for the drive was
"Lymphoma and colon
to help Dianna find a match.
cancer. They removed 13 inches
Haley Bellows, senior social of my colon and some of my
work major, sold her EFF Cancer lymph nodes. Could have been
shirts at the drive, to help raise from the chemotherapy. My
funds for her personal medical treatments now are at a really
expenses to fight non-Hodgkin's aggressive stage and [in] the
lymphoma. Bellows has a match last one they introduced a new
in her sister Kelcie If she needs
drug which had me in bed for

which Dianna felt would be best

needs

When the pain got worse, Haley

line Pattison, Director ofAtumni
and Parent Relations, and Sarah

memory and hair loss: all of

All she
match.

plant, she showed her support
by selling EFF Cancer shirts at
the drive, supporting those who

n o d e s a n d fi b r o i d .

The Be the Match Drive Is an

of not feeling well, along with

endometrial cancer in April
2012. She initially had pains in
her uterus area, but thought
it was just menstrual cramps.
that she had swollen lymph

swered," said Dianna.

way to combat cancer was a
stem-cell transplant. The che
motherapy involved a cycle

in her sister Kelcie if she needs

Bellows was diagnosed with

sister are possible matches. She
is hoping that the George Fox
community will join her and
participate in the donor drive,
Be the Match, on September 30.

had surgery to prevent further
damage and help her digestive
tract heal. "1 prayed not to bleed
again and my prayer was an

her doctors said that the best

chemotherapy.

neither her brother nor her

some more time off work and

At the end of April, che
motherapy was finished but

Photo by LEAH ABRAHAM ] The Crescent

four to five days," Haley said.
Though Haley has a match

and

Morell

work

to

gether to package and ship out
the shirts that are sold, sending
each supporter.
Both Haley and Dianna con
tinue to pursue each day with
wide eyes, looking for a stem of
V\ope.
To support either Haley or
Dianna, order an EFF Cancer

shirt on etsy.com, or donate to
Dianna Mclntyre and her Light

the Night team at lightthenight.
org.
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under the spotlight

Cast of the new fall play eagerly wait for direction at rehearsal.

On the art of becoming a playwright
Polly Peterson dabbles in script writing, helping create a true work of art.
By LEAH ABRAHAM
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Professor of English Polly Pe
terson had never written a play
before. Unless you count the

soap opera script she wrote In
high school, but she doesn't.

Peterson has always loved
theatre and its unique method
of storytelling. For years, she
has attended plays at Portland
Center Stage, Artists Repertory
Theatre, and other small-scale
productions. However, she re

mained on the other side of the

stage, participating only as an
eager audience member. But
she knew she longed for some
thing more.
It started with a mindless
comment to her friend and

former colleague Sara Kelm. "I
would love to be involved," Pe
terson said to Kelm jokingly.
"All I need is one line at the end

of the first act so people could
clap."
A month later, while having
lunch with a friend and discuss

ing her longing to get involved
in theatre, Peterson was ap

proached by an unexpected
visitor. Stephen Pick, co-founder
of the Valley Repertory Theater,
walked up to her and offered
what she had longed for. Well,
sort of.

"I'd like you to be a dramaturge,"said Pick.

Photo by LEAH ABRAHAM 1 The Crescent

B ehind the curtains: Fall play
B y E M I LY L U N D

"What?" Peterson asked.
"What is that? Drama-nerd?

What are you talking about?"
In the theatre world, a dra
maturge serves as a historian or

researcher for a production to
ensure factual accuracy.
Peterson served as the dra

maturge for the Valley Reper
tory Theater production of
"My Name is Asher Lev." At the

end of this thrilling produc

tion, more good news awaited
Peterson. She was invited to

help write for the next season's
"Stories of Newberg."
Peterson accepted the offer

both gladly and apprehensively.
"I was scared," admitted Pe
terson. "I didn't know what I

required a retelling of events in
prose form. Scriptwriting was

different and Peterson had a lot
to learn.

In their first writing session,
the writers were to bring eightten pages of story. Peterson

brought three pages and abso

flowing seamlessly along with
Beanblossom's and Kelm's. They
were able to produce a play that

Is beautiful, truthful, and emo
tionally convicting; a true work
of art.

Entitled "In the Family of

wracking! This was going to be
out there for everyone to see.

Things," the play follows a
young married woman who

wanted to do!"

Peterson was teamed up
with Kelm and Jordan Beanblos-

som, a duo who had previous
experience in playwriting and
was familiar with each other's

styles. Peterson had plenty of
experience with writing non-

Bernarda herself.

"i am intrigued by Bernar

Fall is in the air, and with all

da in that she Is not a likable

the swirling leaves, crisp morn
ings, and pumpkin spice comes

character," Murray says. "She is

This year's production is Fed-

reasons for doing what she

erico Garcia Lorca's "The House

does, and her actions are not
carried out with ill-intent . . .

a special event: the George Fox
University Theatre's fall play.

easily established as the 'villain'
of the show, but she has her

lutely no stage directions.
o f B e r n a r d a A l b a . " Wr i t t e n i n
But with the steady support 1936, the drama concerns an
of her writing team, a lot of ob
oppressive mother (Bernarda
servation, and an open heart,
Alba), her five daughters and
Peterson learned and grew.
the other members of her
Soon, she found her pen
household, and the events

was doing...[this was] nerveThis is going to be published
and performed, and people
are going to critique it...but not
many people get the privilege
of doing something like this. It's
worth taking...a risk. And this
was something that I've always

Murray, the actress portraying

Crescent Staff

finds herself caught in the diffi
cult Journey of adopting a child,

welcoming back her brother

from Iraq, and recognizing what
family truly means to her.

"Theatre Is not a solitary art,"

says Peterson. "It is truly a col

laborative art. It is not a person
painting in his or her room. It is
[a group of] people coming to
gether to create an experience.
It gave me a lot of energy. The
fact that it's so communal.. .that
was what I was drawn to theatre

in the first place."

fiction and memoirs, pieces that

that unfold after her husband's

funeral.

Michelle Seaton, adjunct
professor of theatre at George

Fox and this fall's guest direc

tor, has worked on Lorca's plays
before but is especially drawn
to certain elements of this par
t i c u l a r s h o w.

"I was fascinated with the

dynamic of the siblings and the
mother and the relationships
going on in this play," she says,
"but also the magical realism
that Lorca has... this is a very
realistic play, but there are ele
ments of magical realism that I
really wanted to explore."

That exploration process,

combined with the "idea of the

unknown," Is an exciting one
for Seaton. She describes the
"Bernarda Alba" characters as

"complex and delicious," a view

supported by senior Trinya

she's got layers!' The complex
ity of her character is not the
only cause of Murray's enthusi
asm, however: "I am also excited

about getting to use a cane and
wear a corsetl"

As Seaton looks at' the pro
duction process ahead, she
expects designers and actors to
come together, "working ... as
a team to create a really good
solid message for an audience
member to take away."
And what might that take
away message be? "The play is

about a family and the dynamic

of sibling rivalry in the face of a
domineering, repressive matri
arch. So I just want audiences to
be open to that and for them to
come away exploring that," she
says. "Just walk away and ask
questions."
Murray has similar hopes for

the "Bernarda Alba"audiences.

"I am hopeful that people
will learn from this show and its

message, and maybe change
their own relationships for the
better," she said.

Films of fantasy and adventure... Coming soon!
By SARAH BIERNACKI
Crescent Staff

Batman/Superman

"Man of Steel's" own writers.

Zach Snyder & David Goyer, will
be writing the script and have
already begun working on a
first rough draft.
While most that is being said
about this up-and-coming film
is rumors, it has been said that
the two heroes will be enemies

before they are friends. Rumors
of the film's title have also
been released, from "Batman
vs. Superman," "Superman vs.

Many DC comic fans may Batman," and (my personal fa

have heard the rumors of a

vorite) "World's Finest." There is

Justice League film, but wil be an amusing YouTube video in

surprised to hear that this idea which the two heroes discuss
was put to rest and replaced by titles for their film (the video is
the sequel to "Man of Steel.

fan-made and has no real op

While the movie doesnt tional titles) and I encourage
have an exact release date, you all to watch it: "Super Cafe:
Warner Bros, confirmed ^ V e r s u s . "
^
^
icCon that production wi 1 sta
Henry Cavill is confirmed to

next year and the movie wHI

return as Clark Kent/Superman

be on the big screen m 2013. and Ben Affleck has been cast

as the new Batman. The film
will also feature the return of

Although rumors continue

"Fantastical Beasts and Where

Amy Adams as Lois Lane, Lau
rence Fishburne as Perry White,

to circulate, we can all safely
anticipate the coming of these
films featuring such legendary

to Find Them," based on the ad
ventures of Newt Scamandar,

and Diane Lane as Martha Kent.

characters and worlds.

warts textbook of the same

Many Batman fans seem ap
prehensive with the casting of
the "Dark Knight," but I urge ev

n a m e .

Harry Potter Spin-off

has pointed out that this will

not be a prequel or sequel to
the original series, but rather

It is unsure if the beloved

an extension of the wizarding

characters of Alfred or Commis

world.

sioner Gordon will also make

Rowling was excited when
she heard the pitch for this film
and said she couldn't stomach

an appearance in this film.The
film will feature a more mature

take up that mantle).

The story is based in New

York and takes place 40 years

before "Harry Potter." Rowling

eryone to keep an open mind.
Many felt the same about Heath
Ledger as the Joker and he sur
prised everyone.

Batman, one that has already
established his legend, so
there is also hope for a Robin
to be featured (I say "a" Robin
because, unknown to most,
there have already been five
partners of the "Dark Knight" to

the fictional author of a Hog-

another person writing one of

her characters. The timing of
"Harry Potter"

series author J.K. Rowling has
permitted the making of a film
inspired by her wizarding world.

She has agreed to help Warner
Bros, write the screenplay for

this film is still unknown, since

it is in the early days of produc

tion. But Potterheads, be aware!
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commuters

Parking

gotten out of hand.

By HEATHER DEROSA

George Fox's parking situ
ation is a lot better than most

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Ahh, living off campus. No

schools', but it's still like the mall

more meals In the Bon, no

during Christmas. I find myself

quiet hours, and no treacher

trolling my peers through the
parking lot, hoping they are
walking to their cars parked

ous walks across the canyon
unless you arrive to campus
after 8:30 a.m.

nearby.

Since George Fox has
broken ground on the new

Since the University has
asked so many students to live

football stadium, the Bauman

off campus this year due to the

parking lot has only been

ridiculously large freshman
class (thanks football recruits),

able to hold half the cars it

once held. Security has been

the University should help com

gracious, allowing us to park
in the Pen

nington

-

'

"

Sheridan°" "l feel like Dobermans
Street, in should be chasing me
t h e VA C ,

muters out and be
much more lenient

In parking.

To S e c u r i t y, I

pose that instead
of having

and
in^th'e pleading with a ' "parking ^ for
Le Shana creepy tow truck driver staff, on-campus
lot.

to get my car back.

Securi

>> students, and com
muters, and even

ty Services
has

even

opened

a lot on Meridian Street that

I refer to as "the impound
lot." I feel like Dobermans

should be chasing me while
I'm pleading with a creepy
tow truck driver to get my car
back.

The annexed connmuter parking lot off of Meridian Street. Fortunately no Dobermans in sight
Photo by HEATHER DEROSA | The Crescent

Granted, George Fox Se
curity has been generous in
giving us parking spaces to
accommodate for Bauman's
transition

to

construction

equipment holding grounds,
but the parking situation has

the Bon workers,
we enact the "sur
v i v a l o f t h e fi t t e s t "

parking approach.
If you see an open spot,
regardless of where it is on
campus, you should be able to
park there. Of course handicap

parking, and fire lanes are off-

limits, but any other spot is free
game. Less gas would be used,
students wouldn't constantly be

angry over parking tickets, and

all would be happy. Well, minus
the University who would be

making far less off of parking
tickets.

No ring, no purpose Wi-Fi: A common enemy
inst/tut/on that solely depends

B y S TA G E Y A D A M S
Crescent Staff

By TORI NUNNENKAMP

homeward-bound focus. Then,

Crescenc Staff

i admit it. I have failed to get
a ring by spring. I will not have
a wedding anytime soon, and
as a result, I cannot immediately
step into that traditional Chris

they say, the world will start
t o s e e t h e f u l fi l l m e n t o f t h e
church. Traditional church

on iuXemeX for a\rr\osX every

At the beginning of every
s c h o o l y e a r, e v e r y o n e o n
campus shares a common
enemy: the campus Internet.
This year is no exception.
Around campus, all I hear is

value tends to be mediated

es hand women a script and
expect them to play the sup
porting role in any situation, no t a l k o f h o w t h e I n t e r n e t d o e s n ' t
matter how capable they are of
work; I even hear commuters
performing the lead.
M e n a n d w o m e n , w h e n say they would rather go home
viewed alongside the same to study because their Internet
works there. I have also been a
or the opposite gender, do
part of the Internet-bashing due
indeed have different abilities
and unique specialties. Some t o t h e f a i l e d c o n n e c t i o n , n o t
women cook or engineer elec wanting to be found, or even
tronics. Some men raise the kids kicking me off in the middle of
an assignment.
or pour concrete foundations.
Yo u w o u l d t h i n k t h a t a n
But to claim that gender Is the
deciding factor in those abilities

through relationships with

grieves my understanding of

tian role of wife and mother.

Once I graduate this May, I
will clutch my diploma in one
hand and enter that nebulous
realm of the church: the world

of single adult women, presum
ably just an indefinite waiting
room until we marry. But what
happens to those women who
feel called to singleness?
"Women's purpose and
men," points out Women's
Studies Professor Abigail
Rine. "Single

women

pity."
And

as

a

single woman
with her eye

mean

to

over

simplify these

Everyone beneath God
falls equally into place as
'full partners In all spheres

arguments,

nor simply

so

women

can prevail
—

as

the

new

head of the
household.

embraced by
the church. A step away from a

If any hierarchy must exist, let

world in which record numbers

God be the head. Let him be the

of women provide for their fam
ilies financially or participate
in higher education, Christian
ity has taken a more moderate
stand about working women.
Churches tend to empha

head of newlyweds, of a family
of four, or of a single woman

size what has been seen as the
role for all women in all times:

Rine's words.

a stay-at-home wife and mom.
Christian women are meant

to have the innate ability to
nurture their husbands and chil

dren. (Frankly, I'm even afraid to

get a cat at the risk of starving it
by mistake.)
Conservative pastors criti

cize the ambition of working
women, imploring them to
cultivate a quiet spirit and a

cannot be helped; technol
ogy has its crazy moments too.
However, there should be fewer
kinks in the Internet than there

currently are.
I have been at George Fox
for two years now, and every
year when we return from
summer

break

the

Internet

Is doing Its own thing. There
were even times last year
when I would try to do home

didn't even work.

As we slowly continue into
the school year, the Wi-Fi seems
to be adjusting to the workload
of the students. But why should
the Internet have to warm up to
the job?
W h a t I fi n d m o s t i n t e r e s t

ing is the fact that the Internet
going crazy is such a common
occurrence on campus that
even professors acknowledge
its unreliability. Most professors
don't hesitate in getting quizzes

work online and the internet

See Wl-Flj page 8

would refuse to connect to my

No respect for American dancers

advocate for
a reversal of

the system

of life;

o n a c a r e e r, I
feel more exeluded than

Now I know sometimes it

the Wi-Fi, and someXimes that

our individual Identities in God.
I
don't

are

too
often
viewed
with

thing would provide better
Wi-Fi coverage.

computer. I had to restart my
compuXer Xo geX connecXed to

with an English degree and a
tabby. Everyone beneath God
falls equally into place as "full
partners in all spheres of life," in

By LEVI BOWERS

volleyball because you volley
the ball over the net, swimming

Crescent Staff

The

United

States

of

America is a weird place. Ameri
cans measure things in feet,
inches, gallons, and what have
you. Of course, scientists use
the metric system, like almost
every other country. Why are
we resistant to using a simpler
system that incredibly intelli
gent people use? I have no idea.
Sports in America are odd
a s w e l l . Ta k e A m e r i c a n f o o t

ball as an example. Here we
have a game where only one or
two players maybe kick a ball
to score an occasional point

By denying a woman the
work to which she feels called,
whether raising kids or raising o r r e t u r n t h e b a l l t o t h e o t h e r
cattle, we negate the full pos team. It is like calling Best
sibility of God's gifts. Every Buy an iPhone accessory store
because they sell those in a
member of the church has a
small area of the building.
responsibility to build up the
In every other country foot
body of Christ, to remedy our
broken hearts, to bring shalom; ball is played, almost exclu
but surely that mission exists sively, with the feet of a whole
team of athletes. The names for
independently of our gender or
almost every other sport make
marital status.
sense: baseball because there
are bases, basketball because

you throw the ball in the basket.

(duh), etc. American football

should really be called handegg.

We live in a culture with

many odd social stigmas. Being

a Christian often comes with

its own stigmas, but this does
not bother me so much. What

really bothers me is the stigma

that comes with being a male
dancer, and by that I mean men

who do ballet. I cannot speak
as one, but I still find it ridicu

lous. Men who do ballet and

other professional dancing are
constantly the butt of jokes
about men in tights. Somehow,
dancing is seen as not mascu
line.

However, it is probably one
of the most masculine activities
there are. What is more mascu

line than doing what you love,
even if it means people are
going to put you down for it'
Not to mention that profession

al dancers can do some pretty
incredible stuff.

Even if dancing was more
feminine, what Is wrong with

a man being a little more

so? There should be nothing
shameful about it, as that would

imply that there Is something
shameful about being a woman.
If dancers are feminine and
women are feminine and there

is nothing wrong with being
a woman, then why is there

something wrong with being a
dancer?

It is so strange to me that an
art held in such high esteem in
countries such as Russia, China,

and France (among others)—all
countries with rich histories—

is put down here in what was

intended to be the greatest
country in the world.
But like I said. The U.S.A is a
weird place.
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Syria:

are the shirts?

By STACEY ADAMS
Crescent Staff

The new school year ha^

brought
somethi
F
ox has been
waintinggG^rqe
on fhe

seeing on campus

whn°"
"u. 'P" 'he men
.9° shirt ess are comfort-

because from
football program. What we've Ih . .uK®' seen
they
walk around
kke
they
aren't
bare-chested
gained with the new footbaN and interact with
peers as

players are shirtless freshmen
In the past two weeks
whether I'm doing homework

in the Brum Den or walking
freshmen
With no shirts on. I mean,
sure

sometimes you see shirtless

rnen if you walk past one of

the sports teams practicing late

normal.

Now I don't know for sure

It every man I've seen walking

around shirtless is one of the

nevy football players; I'm just

saying I noticed a new occur

rence when something new
came to campus. But no one Is

in the afternoon. However I

to blame.

around campus shirtless before

able in their skin and have no

have never seen any man walk

this year.

Some people are comfort

problem flaunting what they

Don't get me wrong, it's have. However, there is a time
not making me feel awkward and a place, like the beach for
or burning my eyes out; it's dif example. I do not see why you
ferent from what I am used to

would want to go to class shirt

less. Will professors have to

What should we do?

develop the mentality of a store

the rebels. Chemical weapons
have been historically less

By DREW SURGEON

manager: no shirt, no educa

Crescent Staff

tion? That would be really sad
if that had to happen. Just
imagine having to explain

As the civil war in Syria gets

to your parents that you got

kicked out of class because you

useful as a weapon of war and

worse, and our own nation con

more often a weapon of terror

templates what to do about
this predicament, many of us

that hurts civilians uninvolved
with the war.

wonder how we should react to

didn't have a shirt on.
This new shirtless fad has
seemed to die down a bit with

the rain starting up. Which
makes sense; I hope the fresh

Unfortunately, this puts us

the newest atrocities commit

In a tricky situation: after they

ted on either side.

were banned following the

So, allow me to offer this
idea: do not become involved.

First World War, it was agreed
that these weapons were too
barbaric to see battlefield use,

It Is not a matter of choosing

men don't run around shirt

the "good" side, or even Just

less in cold temperatures. That

and the fact that Assad and his

choosing the lesser of two evils,

would be too adventurous in

regime are willing to flagrant

because no matter which side

my opinion. Since it Is getting

ly disobey this rule means he
should not escape punishment.
But there is no such thing as

we ally ourselves with, we will

cold, we should see fewer and

be remembered not for our

fewer shirtless men on campus.
However, guys, we get it:
you're the big football players

good intentions but for the evil

you got the results to prove It,
but you don't have to showcase

The Syrian government, led
by Bashar Al-Assad, is currently

spiral into a much more drastic

of chemical weapons against

See SYRIA | page 8

a controlled conflict, and while
it may start out with minimal US

committed by the side we sup

involvement, it will very likely

ported.

on campus. You work out and

a f f a i r.

under investigation for the use

it all day, every day.

The perks of being in the Friend Zone
By LEVI BOWERS

well Welcome to the Friend

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Whenever you talk to
anyone about relationships, in
any context, the Friend Zone

Is bound to come up. For the
most part, it Is brought up
ironically and by a guy. The
story is always the same: a
young man develops romantic

feelings for a young woman,
but she only sees him as friend.
The result? The poor sap gets
Friend Zoned.

This does not just happen
to men. Anyone who has

Zone. It happens to everyone.
However, this is not necessarily
a bad thing.
imagine all of the people

the Friend Zone. In all reality,
anyone who is Just friends with
anyone else resides here as

When you have a problem, it

besides Just giving you many

someone who does not see

women can be useful in

friends.

1 )

woman. Even Jesus did not

hang around a group of all

person is different, but it is

awkward breakups and con
tinue to build a stronger friend
Some of the best dating ship.
advice \ have ever received has
Obviously, rejection from
c o m e f r o m w o m e n . \ a m n o t that special someone is never
entirely sure how well it works fun and the Friend Zone is not

guys all the time.

still possible to make gener

is attracted to women, having
friends who are women can

the other way around, but I

like to think { have assisted
s o m e o n e i n t h a t m a n n e r.

If a relationship is going

you do not want to date. As a

their emotions.

rule, that is generally a larger

Another great benefit of

group of people than those
you wish to date. Things get

Is as good a place as any.

the Friend Zone is that women

The people who just meet
someone and then start dating

to start, The Friend Zone

are not men and vice versa.

other. By getting to know one
another before trying to date,
it is possible to skip any messy,

needs the perspective of a

fortable with them. Every

be useful in understanding
the ways they feel and express

ing from the Friend Zone posi

tion allows those involved to
become accustomed to each

things the same way as your
self. Sometimes, a guy just

Being friends with people
of the opposite gender allows

alizations about other people
understanding the ways
on who you hang out
they feel and express their based
with. Speaking as a guy who
enaotions.

immediately are insane. Start

can be quite helpful to talk to

you to become far more com

Having friends who are

ever had unrequited feelings
for another is familiar with

awkward otherwise. But the
F r i e n d Z o n e h a s b e n e fi t s

where anyone wants to be put
when

it

comes

to

romance

(or lack thereof). Regardless,
every position has its own set

of advantages and we must
learn how to utilize them.

Klages dining hall crowded: A call for change
By SARAH BIERNACKI
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Coming to lunch should be
a pleasant experience. When
you pay good money to have
regular meals as a freshman
or sophomore in college, you
expect to consume something
of decent taste and quality and
to consume that meal within a
decent amount of time.

Instead, you are met with

impossible lines (from getting

into the cafeteria to actual food,
drinks or ice cream) in spaces

too tight for the amount of
people in the room.
The Bon should really be
considered a fire hazard.
Then by the time you even
reach the food you have very

few options to choose from, and
even with those options what

you eat is usually only warm-

not hot—and its taste is not
worth the amount of money
being

paid.

,

Simple dishes are usually
ghetti or chicken Angers),
something that reminds them
to a student's preference (spa

students, so in pointing out this
issue I am not trying to blame
anyone: I am simply showing a
reason why the cafeteria should
expand.
Seating is less of an issue

trating to find a seat during

the rush hour of lunch, there
are most often seats available.

I bring this up simply to point
out the ridiculous difference

in space when it comes to the
seating arrangements and the
actual serving area.

Anyone who sees that
many seats then walks Into the

tihseyf aarcetulsouaniy. m.et.with. udis„s5atp

Now I realize that tnese

Z'J; '"fnternationai

mEHjOGHim

kitchen should know that it Is

not enough space to allow for
the amount of students who

enter it to get a meal.

if expanded there would be

no issue of different food tastes
because there would be more

raw
:
BO EZ] TO ^

options. Expansion would also
help dissipate—or remove com

pletely—the line issue.
It is practically criminal that
students should have to wait
five minutes Just to enter the
cafeteria and ten minutes to
receive their meal. Bon appetit,
meaning "good appetite or

of their mothers' co°king at
home When the cafeteria tries "enjoy your meal" in French, has
to c%e fancy dsi hes that come come to mean something quite
with curry and a variety ofothe different in the minds of George

oddities, it is no wonder that

IcCO coo cQo

for me because, while it is frus

Fox University's students.

r a m

r a r a

w r a w
TOrais
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S
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George Fox
UNIVERSITY

The future floor plan for the expansion of the dining half portion of the Student Union Building
Photo courtesy of Brad Lau | George Pox University
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MacLEOUD SYRIA NEWS:
MacLeoud shares his thoughts on
Syria
Continued from page 1

WI-FI: Professors at George Fox
are gracious due to Wi-Fi struggles

Continued from page 6

in their disagreements over the
Syria situation. Right now, there
are voices in American evan

gelical circles who are painting
the situation in 'end times' lan

guage, which is extremely dis
concerting and dangerous."
HONORS: Program helps
strengthen Christian liberal arts
experience

Continued from page I

isn't just a trope or a cliche, but
it's really happening," he said.
Some upcoming lectures

this year include Christian Kopff
on Oct. 18, who will be speak
ing on the topic of "The Devil

Knows Latin: Why America

Needs the Classical Tradition,",

Jeremy Begbie from University

of Cambridge and Duke Uni
versity on Nov. 18, and Robert
P. George from Princeton Uni
versity on Feb. 6. Begbie is a
talented musician and theolo

gian who integrates his musical
talent into his lectures. There is

also the potential for a speaker
on Dec. 6, but is yet to be deter
mined.

"[George Fox is] saying
we're committed to a really rich
Christian liberal arts experience
here," Clair said. "The honors

program is simply meant to
strengthen that commitment."
BASEBALL: Israel optimistic for
upcoming year
Continued from page 3

"We have a good group of
guys this year, though," said
Israel, "I'm excited about where

we , can take this team. It just

depends on the kind of work

ethic we have."
While Israel admits that

George Fox has successfully

More students means ^ore^ijdings
While many consider this to

B y K AT H E R I N E

and discussion forums up on
the Foxtale website; when the
Internet won't connect, stu

dents have to go to their pro
fessors and plead their case. All
the professors I have come in
contact with simply push the
deadline back until you can
access the Internet. At other

schools you might not be so
lucky.
Don't get me wrong, having
Wi-Fi on campus is a great thing.
Just think how hard our lives

would be if George Fox didn't
provide Internet for us: We
would have to do all our home

work off-campus or actually

pay for our own Internet—and
nobody wants that.
It is a nuisance to know

that your computer and the
campus Wi-Fi won't be the best
of friends for the first couple
weeks of classes, especially with
how much we rely on the Inter
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be an exciting time of change,
the issue of finding adequate

V A N L A N D I N G H A M
Crescent Staff

With over 3,700 students on

the campus of George Fox Uni
versity this school year, facilities

a r e m o r e c r o w d e d t h a n e v e r,

prompting a potential plan for
expansion.
While talk of new dormito

housing and not overloadtng
George Fox's current facilities is
becoming increasingly more ap

parent.
"About 100 students were

released to off-campus housing

as exceptions to the institution

ries, additions to the Student
Union Building, and the con

al policy in order that we could

struction

class," said Director of Resident

of

a

new

student

accommodate the incoming

commons, fully equipped with
a kitchen and dining area, have
been in the works for the past

Life and Associate Dean of Stu

two years, the exponential
growth of student population

like to be able to accommodate

this year may potentially height
en the urgency of construction.
"We're

one

of

the

few

dents Dave Johnstone.

Though the university would

ciate Director of Plant Services

use tuition or room and board

money to fund these projects. It
must be donation alone."

As

for

the

rebels

tinues. Until then, the George

to adjust to the many crowded
"New students bring excite

ment to the older ones," says
Johnstone. "A younger popula
tion on campus this year will

bring its own energy and excite
ment."

or online from Azusa Pacific.

Is the fate of his enemies, before

taking a bite into the dead
man's heart— and this is in ad
dition to the mass executions of
civilians and indiscriminate kill

ings.
President Obama may want
to punish Assad for using chem
ical weapons and thus send a
message to any other tyrant
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Maximize your career potential and leadership ability

who moves too close to the line,

can do right now is to simply
ignore the war. Let barbarians
slaughter barbarians. It is not
our problem, especially when
we have so many more pressing

relational skills. Professors are industry experts
who emphasize ethical conduct and experience-

based learning. Six optional concentrations are also
available in the on-campus program.

issues at home that need our at
tention.
m
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his baseball career.

"I would love to play major

M A M

M L O S

MASTER OF ARTS

MASTER OF ARTS

IN MANAGEMENT

IN LEADERSHIP AND

league baseball, even though

the road to getting there is not
fun," he said; "but I'll probably
keep playing a couple more
years."
After three competitive
seasons on the field for George
Fox, Israel is more ready for this

the upturn in enrollment con

Earn your MBA on campus

them

selves, they are no better: For
those of you who have not seen
the news reports yet, it would
appear that a rebel captain was
filmed cutting open a dead
loyalist soldier, removing his
liver and heart, then defiantly
yelling into the camera that this

with a traditional business degree that focuses

As Israel begins his last year
of Bruin baseball, he is optimis
tic about what the future may
hold, and he hopes to continue

campus in the next few years, if

SYRIA OPINION: Syrian rebels
are not better than the government
they fight
Continued from page 7

on strategy and finance, as well as analytical and

skills."

to see new construction on

net.

as bad. I think the best the U.S.

on the field," he said. "It's a game
of failure, you have to learn how
to deal with it. It teaches you life

Though obstacles may stand
in the way, students can hope

While George Fox has been

business, he credits much of his
growth over the course of the
past few years to the game and

I feel as if I learn the most here,

tect."

spaces and fresh faces.

cilities.

but to support the rebels Is just

room, here at George Fox, but

"We can't request money

unless we have a solid plan,
said Schutter, "and in order to
do that you must first guess
how much money you will raise
so that we can pay the archi

an issue when it comes to the
construction of such needed fa

educated him in the world of

the team he loves.
"You learn a lot in the class

not always easy.

Fox community must learn how

"It is all funded by dona
tion," said Schutter. "We can't

like to think that this will con
tinue."

struction projects, doing so is

more students, funding poses

schools that had an upturn in
enrollment this year," said Asso
Dan Schutter, "and we would

successful thus far in obtaining
adequate funding for past con
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